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WELCOME
About the cover:
Wildflowers in bloom in
the Postberg Reserve in the
West Coast National Park

A WELCOME SPRINGTIME

African Black Duck

Looking at the plants in my garden last week, I was very happy to see some early signs of
Spring. The grape vine was putting out buds and a few were unfurling into tiny leaves. The
confetti bush was half full of small pink flowers and most of the daisies were starting to
put on a colourful show. The longer days and shorter nights are also just noticeable now.
A little bit of warmer air is starting to seep in and the light is getting that little bit brighter.
It was fitting that this little treat coincided with opening up to level 2 of our restrictions.
It felt like a bit of a release and a breath of fresh air when we could get a taste of what the
end of the Corona Age may feel like when it is eventually lifted from us. After our dark, wet
and windy lockdown winter we can definitely do with a bit of lightness. A bonus from all
the rain is that dams feeding Cape Town with water should be over 90% full collectively by
the end of winter, which gives us one less thing to worry about.
As we ease into this Spring, my wish for all of us in our city, our country and indeed
our world, is that it will be the beginning of a fresh start and a break from the anxiety
and sadness of this year. Perhaps the disruption that the virus has brought will be an
opportunity to examine and shake up the routines and habits in our lives. It may help us
to see new paths and rediscover what is important to us and also unload what we realise
we no longer need.
With the good rains this winter and the warming weather, we can expect a spectacular
flower season on the West Coast. The wildflowers have already started blooming so do
your wellbeing a favour and do try to get out to see nature’s annual fashion show in the
next few weeks. See our Out & About on page 14 for inspiration.
We aim to bring back our print edition next month and look forward to re-establishing
that connection with you all again.
Keep safe and we wish you well.

Max Schutte
Editor and
Advertising

Writer and
Photographer

Max Schutte

Glynnis Schutte
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This duck is similar in size and shape
to the Yellow-Billed Duck, but much
darker. It has a blue-grey bill with very
obvious white spots on its back. It is fairly
common along streams and rivers, but
less frequent in dams and ponds.
They nest on the river bank above the
flood line. This nest is usually a hollow in
the reeds lined with down. The clutch size
varies from 4 to 9 eggs.
A pair has recently been seen in the canal
near Clyde-Pinelands soccer fields which
is quite unusual.
Text:
John
McFarlane,
Pinewood
Village
resident.
John has
been a keen
birder for
more than 30
years, and is a long time member of the
Cape Bird Club.
See www.capebirdclub.org.za.

BUYING
SELLING
LETTING
PINELANDS, THORNTON
and surrounding areas

Gavin
McDougall
061 076 1481
We strive to be good to all,
and good at what we do!
Contact us for a free CMA valuation
www.opendoorproperties.co.za
info@opendoorproperties.co.za

Harcourts Maynard Burgoyne Pinelands
021 531 3041
sales.pinelands@harcourts.co.za
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Lorna Francks/Dave Brown WMB8539

SELLING OR LETTING?

CALL FOR A FREE VALUATION
*asking price

Lorna Francks

Dave Brown

Quentin Jute

Pinelands

Pinelands

Thornton

Property Consultant

C 021 531 3041

maynard.harcourts.co.za

Property Consultant

C 082 330 4111

Intern Property Consultant

C 082 864 8708
Experts in home finance.

Margi Daly
Intern Rental Consultant

Pinelands / Thornton

C 067 072 6612

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
September 2020

Mon 14 - Sat 19 Sept 2020

Special Covid-19 regulations are still in place.
Please call the library to query opening
hours and/or events. Call 021 530 7160.

Instead of flocking to beaches or
gathering in groups for clean-ups, Plastics
SA is spreading the message that this
year, every South African should be an ecowarrior… one who wears a mask, maintains
safe distancing and makes a difference in
their immediate area. See pages 12 & 13.

PINELANDS LIBRARY

Thursday 3, 17 Sept 2020

WESTERN CAPE BLOOD SERVICE
get your limited edition facemask

WCBS is taking extra precautions at clinics
during the COVID-19 pandemic and urges
donors to donate blood at the St Stephens
Church Main Hall, Central Square, Pinelands
from 1pm to 6:45pm. All blood donors are
reminded that they are required to wear
a face-mask when donating blood. N.B:
Remember to eat a balanced meal four
hours before you donate blood.
For more information, see page 11 or please
call 021 507 6300 or email info@wcbs.org.za.

CLEAN-UP & RECYCLE SA WEEK

September
Special

BEEF
BURGER
Only R30.00
Was R35.90

Wed 30 September 2020

BREAKFASTS | HOT MEALS | FROZEN MEALS
BURGERS | TRAMEZZINI | SHAWARMAS

PINELANDS STAMP CIRCLE

There will be no meetings while events are
restricted during the COVID-19 pandemic.
For more information contact:
Martin at 021 689 5050.

Restaurant | Sit Down or Takeaway

Mon - Fri: 8:30am - 4pm FREE DELIVERY!
Saturday: 8:30am - 1pm R40 minimum order
021 531 6398 | 021 531 6386 | 082 926 1361

September 2020

Millside Park, Morningside, Ndabeni

www.goodys.capetown

WEST COAST FLOWERS

See Out and about article page 14.

ADVERTISE YOUR EVENTS! email muse@pinelandsdirectory.co.za.
Goodys-M5-110.indd
Send content for the September 2020 edition by 18 September 2020.
R140 ensures placement in the calendar.

Doctor

1

PINELANDS
LIBRARY
Remember...
You can visit our Facebook
page for updates about
the library, resources
and entertainment.
www.facebook.com/pinelandslibrary
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2020/08

Dr Louise Wigens
MBChB , Dip in Child Health (UCT)

Phone for an
appointment

021 509 0361
076 588 6603

Old Mutual HOURS
West Campus building Mon - Fri 09:00 - 15:00
reception@drwigens.co.za
appointments@drwigens.co.za

www.westendmedicalsuite.co.za

www.pinelandsdirectory.co.za

DrWigens-M5-109.indd 1
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INVESTMENT ADVICE

Creating and protecting your wealth
Crue Invest is a niche financial planning practice based in Pinelands,
Cape Town, and is one of only 14 in South Africa to be awarded the FPI
Approved Professional Practice™ status. This accreditation recognises that
our standards of knowledge, expertise and ethical conduct are amongst
the best in the country.
Crue Invest is a fiercely Independent, fee-based firm with no affiliation
whatsoever to any financial provider or product house.

Local and offshore investing, multi-managers & DFMs,
investor risk analysis and bespoke investment strategies.

RETIREMENT PLANNING
Retirement modelling, retirement funding vehicles,
cashflow modelling and annuity income.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Life, capital disability, income protection,
dread disease, business assurance and key person cover.

Follow our online column at

www.crue.co.za

BUSINESS PLANNING

Come and have coffee with us.
We’d love to help you plan.

Business assurance, key person cover, business overheads
protection, buy and sell agreements.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Business group risk cover, group retirement funds,
funeral cover, medical aid benefits

WILLS
Last will and testament, living wills, advance directives.

TAX AND ESTATE PLANNING
Trusts, estate duty, CGT and income tax

HEALTHCARE
Medical aid and gap cover

CRUE HOUSE
5 Long
phone •
email •
web •

Place, Pinelands
021 530 8500
info@crue.co.za
www.crue.co.za

Crue Invest (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider FSP 19025

ERIN WHITE

CORLENE BOTHA

DIRECTOR
(ADV. CERTIFICATE IN
FINANCIAL PLANNING)

HEALTHCARE DIRECTOR
(NATIONAL CERTIFICATE IN
WEALTH MANAGEMENT)

MANAGING DIRECTOR
(BA, LLB)

DIRECTOR
(B.COMM)

DEVON CARD, CFP®

SHANA PETERSEN

CRAIG TORR, CFP®

GARETH COLLIER, CFP®

CHANTELLE POTGIETER

ERIC JORDAAN, CFP®

DOMINIQUE ROBERTS

SHANEEZ BREDEKAMP

Adv. SUE TORR

DIRECTOR
(B.COMM)

DIRECTOR

(B.COMM, LLB, LLM,
ADV. GRADUATE DIP. IN
FINANCIAL PLANNING)

DIRECTOR
(B.COMM)

FINANCIAL PARA-PLANNER

OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATOR

OFFICE MANAGER

MONEY MATTERS

Marriage versus cohabitation:

By
Sue Torr

The different financial consequences
While cohabitation isn’t a recognised legal
relationship in South African law, there
are pieces of legislation that recognise the
rights of cohabiting couples. Let’s have a
closer look at the financial consequences of
married couples as opposed to those who
choose to live together.

MEDICAL AID

In terms of the Medical Schemes Act 131
of 1998, a member’s spouse or life partner
qualifies as a dependant on their medical
aid, and this therefore includes cohabiting
couples. If you are the principal member,
you are able to add your partner as an adult
dependant to your medical aid and gap
cover. If you die, your registered partner
will continue to be covered provided
the premiums are paid. As such, it is
important to ensure that you share financial
responsibility and that your partner can
continue paying the bills if you are no
longer around.

INCOME TAX

Couples who cohabit fall within the
definition of ‘spouse’ as set out in the
Income Tax Act, with this piece of legislation
including a ‘same-sex or heterosexual
union which the Commissioner is satisfied
is intended to be permanent’. Married
couples and cohabiting couples therefore
enjoy the same status from a taxpaying
perspective. In the absence of any proof
to the contrary, the definition provides
that cohabitants are deemed to be in a
union without community of property.
This extends to donations tax which is
not payable on donations made between
cohabiting couples.

ESTATE DUTY

In terms of the Estate Duty Act, the first
dying spouse can leave assets to the
surviving spouse of up to R3.5 million
without incurring Estate Duty. On the death
of the second-dying spouse, she can make
use of any unused portion of the Estate
Duty exemption to offset any Estate Duty
that her estate may attract. Although Estate
Duty is levied at 20% on the first R30 million
and at a rate of 25% above R30 million, the
Act provides that the first R3.5 million of
your net estate bequeathed to your spouse
is exempt. However, this exemption only
applies to partners who fall within the
definition of ‘spouse’ which includes people
who are in a marriage or customary union
and same-gender or heterosexual unions
that the Commissioner of SARS recognises
as permanent. If you are in a long-term
relationship and are unsure whether you
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fall within the definition of ‘spouse’, it
is recommended that you implement a
cohabitation agreement, or prepare signed
affidavits that can provide permanence.

TRANSFER DUTY

If you bequeath fixed property to your
partner, bear in mind that she will be
exempt from paying transfer duty in the
event of your passing. This is because our
law exempts heirs and beneficiaries from
paying transfer duty on property inherited
from a deceased estate – regardless of the
nature of their relationship. Bear in mind,
however, that your deceased estate will be
liable to cover the conveyancing costs in
respect of the property transfer.

LIFE INSURANCE

As in the case of married couples, cohabiting
couples are free to nominate each other as
beneficiaries on their life policies. However,
where a married person might nominate
‘spouse’ as the beneficiary, it is important
that cohabiting partners specifically name
each other as beneficiaries and refrain from
using terms such as ‘partner’ or ‘common
law spouse’ in order to avoid confusion.

RETIREMENT FUND

As in the case of married couples, you are
entitled to nominate your life partner as
a beneficiary on your retirement fund.
However, bear in mind that the distribution
of your retirement fund benefits is done at
the discretion of the fund trustees who will
make a determination as to whether your
nominated partner qualifies as ‘dependant’
in terms of the fund rules. When making
a determination, the trustees will give
consideration to anyone who was financially
dependent on you in any way at the time of
your death, keeping in mind that this could
include aged parents, an ex-spouse, or
children from a previous relationship.

PENSION INTEREST

If you and your partner live together, bear
in mind that you will have no claim to his
pension interest in the event that your
relationship comes to an end. The right of a
non-member spouse to claim a share of the
member spouse’s pension interest is strictly
governed by the Divorce Act, Pension
Funds Act and Income Tax Act and is limited
to couples who are legally married under
an Act of Parliament. If a couple is living
together as ‘husband and wife’ but are not
married, there is effectively no marriage
capable of dissolution and there can be no
transfer of pension interest benefit.

MAINTENANCE OF CHILDREN

Section 21 of the Children’s Act 2005 grants

Director
Crue Invest
full parental responsibilities and rights to
the parents of minor children, regardless of
whether you are married or not. In terms of
our law, both parents are responsible for the
maintenance of their children regardless
of their living arrangement. This means
that you have the same responsibility as a
married person to care and contribute to
the financial maintenance of your child.

SPOUSAL SUPPORT

In terms of our law, living together confers no
legal status on the relationship. This means
that you and your life partner have no legal
duties towards each other and, therefore,
no duty of support. The absence of a legal
duty to support each other means that, if
your relationship comes to an end, you will
have no legal claim for maintenance from
your partner even if you were financially
dependent on him during the course
of your relationship. On the other hand,
spouses who are legally married can rely on
the provisions of Section 7 of the Divorce
Act 1979 when claiming for maintenance
following divorce. Similarly, when a spouse
dies, the surviving spouse can make a claim
against the deceased’s estate in terms of
the Maintenance of Surviving Spouses of
1990. Couples living together can agree to
the payment of maintenance in terms of
their cohabitation agreement.

BANK ACCOUNTS

Many banks now make it possible for
cohabiting couples to operate joint bank
accounts. However, bear in mind that for
credit score purposes, you will be ‘coscored’ on your joint bank account. This
means that if you partner over-spends or
fails to manage the account responsibly, his
behaviour could affect your credit rating.

DEATH

In terms of the Intestate Succession Act
1987, a surviving spouse is a beneficiary
and stands to inherit from the deceased
spouse’s estate if he dies without a Will.
On the other hand, cohabiting couples
enjoy no right of inheritance in terms of
intestate succession, and this can leave
them financially exposed should one of
them pass away without a valid Will. This
can cause further complications where
one of the partners dies intestate while still
legally married to an estranged wife. If your
partner dies without a Will or leaves a Will in
which you are not named, you will need to
engage in costly litigation to challenge the
status quo. 

www.pinelandsdirectory.co.za

HelenKeller
S O C I E T Y E S T. 1 9 5 8
Retirement Estate and Low Vision Community Services
OVER 60 YEARS IN AGED CARE
A Happy Community
Enjoy your retirement in
a tranquil garden setting

A Caring Community
Caring for retired and
visually impaired persons

A Well-maintained Infrastructure
With competent staff
and management

Services Include:
Independent living
Assisted living
Full nursing care
Low vision services (by appointment)

The Society offers a variety of
accommodation, including beautiful
single or double en-suite rooms.
Some rooms are available on a
refundable life care contract with
capital costs ranging from R530 000
to R1 000 000.

Call Matron Jackie on
021 531 5311 for any
accommodation enquiries

2A Links Drive, Pinelands, Cape Town, 7405
Private Bag X25, Howard Place, 7450

www.helenkeller.org.za

Phone 021 531 5311 during office hours
E-mail management@helenkeller.org.za

PRINCIPAL‘S ARTICLE

Brendan Carroll

Principal,
Pinehurst
Primary School

As a society we too often dwell on the
negatives, the failures and unfulfilled
expectations. The result is that we have
become acutely aware of our shortcomings
and at times are not even aware of what our
strengths are. This of course also permeates
our educational system. We are expected
to test, assess and report (sometimes at
the cost of teaching time) with the focus
on how well people have done and how
we can fix them if they haven’t done well.
When children come home with their
report cards, which marks do parents focus
on: the high ones or the low ones? After a
game, do coaches focus on where the team
did well, or on the areas of weakness? How
much time do we spend concentrating on
our weaknesses or failures as opposed to
the things which we are good at where we
have done well and the things which we
really enjoy doing?

WHERE DOES THE
SECRET TO IMPROVEMENT LIE?

Gallup’s research shows that the majority
of the world’s population thinks that
the secret to improvement lies in fixing
weaknesses rather than building on
strengths. Their results showed that only
20 per cent of people in the business world
played to their strengths whilst spending
hours trying to improve their weaknesses.
Gallup also found that 77 per cent of
parents focussed on the low scores on
report cards.

Paddy Upton in his superb book
titled: The Barefoot Coach, makes the
following three points:
• Playing to strengths delivers
excellence.
• Patching up your weakness will
never lead to excellence.
• Because the majority of the world
still believes that fixing mistakes
is the way to succeed, a wonderful
opportunity exists to move ahead
of the pack.

THE SUCCESS /STRENGTHS OF
THE 2011 INDIAN CRICKET TEAM

Paddy Upton along with Gary Kirsten
coached the Indian cricket team to World
Cup glory in 2011. He illustrates playing to
strengths with the story of Indian opening
batsman, Virender Sehwag who was a
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CELEBRATING STRENGTHS
compulsive hooker of the short-pitched
delivery. This is a high risk shot. The
opposition would put fielders in the deep
on his leg side, bowl him bouncers and
wait for him to hook with the result that he
would often get caught. The usual response
to this sort of scenario is to spend hours
in the nets working on his weakness and
improve his hook shot. Instead however,
it was decided that he needed to ignore
his weakness by ducking under the short
balls. He should play to his strength by
attacking the fuller pitched deliveries. The
result was that Sehwag in the following test
against South Africa ducked under every
short delivery and scored 319 runs whilst
concentrating on playing to his strengths.

CONCENTRATE ON YOUR STRENGTHS

The most successful people spend hours
developing the areas of their natural
abilities and develop these into core
strengths. They then spend the bulk of
their time playing to these strengths which
results in excellence. The positive spin off
to this approach is that we enjoy ourselves
and have fun whilst at the same time
excelling in a less stressed environment.

THE ENERGY COST OF REPEATED FAILURE

In a previous article which I wrote for the
MUSE (see archived editions March 2018),
I pointed out that the average brain is
just 1,5kg but it uses about 20 per cent of
the body’s oxygen resources. Thinking is
therefore ‘expensive’ to the body which is
naturally programmed to withhold effort
when repeated failure occurs. Spending
hours of our time trying to improve our
weaknesses not only causes anxiety, but
is also ‘oxygen expensive’ to our bodies.
Neuro science research shows that when

people used natural or preferred learning
strengths it resulted in fewer errors,
increased concentration and a greater
sense of satisfaction and well-being.

ADD VALUE TO YOUR STRENGTHS

It would seem that the answer for increased
productivity and excellence is to try our
best to delegate our area of weakness to
someone who thrives on that activity. In
the event where we genuinely cannot
delegate the function, upskill this area to a
point where it is functional. So for example,
if a part of your job entails writing reports,
but that is not your strength, do a writing
course so that these will be acceptable and
meet the required standards. Spend the
bulk of your time however adding value
and leading in the other areas of your work
which are your strengths.

DO YOU KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS?

Do we even really know what our strengths
are? When people are asked this question,
the answer is not always easily given.
We spend so much time working on
weaknesses that we aren’t always sure of
our strengths. A good way of discovering
our strengths is to ask a trusted friend who
knows us, what they think we do really
well. Think also about those things that
we enjoy, would choose to do and have
brought us success in the past with the
least amount of effort. There are of course
also various formal tests which can be done
to highlight strengths.

SUCCESS LEADS TO CONFIDENCE

When strengths are celebrated, success
happens. This in turn reduces stress and
develops self-belief and confidence. When
that happens, challenges seem so much
easier to overcome. 

www.pinelandsdirectory.co.za
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COMMUNITY NEWS

KERRY PORRILL FROM CANNONS
CREEK INDEPENDENT HIGH SCHOOL
REPRESENTS SOUTH AFRICA AT
THE VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL
MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD
Kerry Porrill has been selected to represent South Africa at the
International Mathematics Olympiad Competition which will take place
in September. Kerry is someone with a passion for problem solving problems which are outside the normal Mathematics curriculum. This
is the first time that a girl has made the team since 2013. Cannons Creek
Independent High School is extremely proud of Kerry’s outstanding
achievement and wishes her all the best at the virtual competition.
By Stephen Starke,
Mathematics teacher at Cannons Creek Independent High School.
This year the 61st IMO would have taken place in St Petersburg, Russia, in
June 2020. Due to the Covid Pandemic the competition was postponed
to September, in the hope that competitors would be able to travel to
the competition venue. Organisers have now prepared for the exams
to be written in designated centres around the world with invigilation
processes involving webcams. The exam will be written in a four and
a half hour window around the world to ensure integrity of the exam
papers. New Zealand starts the exam first and will finish at midnight (NZ
time).
We wish Kerry all the best in the competition!

JUST LISTED

Pinelands R3.1 Million

Video Viewings

Ref#KW1494095

2 Bedrooms / 2 Bathrooms / 2 Garages
Set in a quiet crescent in Pinelands, this secure starter home offers spacious living and large grounds
with plenty of room to build on for your growing family needs.

Introducing iSHOW, our newest
digital offering, where you are able
to view properties for sale online,
from the comfort of your home.

JUST LISTED

If you’re considering selling, we would welcome
the opportunity to provide you with a marketrelated evaluation that combines our extensive
area knowledge, recent sales data & unique
features of your property.

Pinelands R3.25 Million

Geneé Rodinis
GoldClub Agent

+27 (0) 83 658 2121
genee.rodinis@pamgolding.co.za

Ref#KW1494955

4 Bedrooms / 2 Bathrooms / 6 Parkings
Versatile character home with gleaming parquet floors, uninterrupted views of Table Mountain and
indigenous garden.
pamgolding.co.za/pinelands

Webb AAorneys
Attorneys | Notaries | Conveyancers
021 013 3610 | www.webinc.law

PINELANDER

Kai Goodall
Design winner at SAIEE competition
My journey started, when I was born at
home in Pinelands. This majestic garden
city has captivated me and fuelled my
academic and life journey so far. My
early schooling started at Michael Oak
Waldorf School and finished at Pinehurst
Primary School. I really enjoyed my time at
Pinehurst and my academic achievement
landed me in the top 10 at the end of
grade 7. I nabbed the art prize and was a
regular on the podium at sporting events.
Although gold was always just out of sight I
never stopped trying.

A PASSION FOR MATHS AND PHYSICS

For High School, I stepped out of Pinelands
and went to Rondebosch Boys’ High where I
received an excellent education. It was here
that my interest in problem solving grew
as I was faced with an array of academic
challenges which I met with hard work and
dedication. I prevailed and matriculated in
2014 with a distinction for Maths, Physics
and Art. Although I enjoyed the creativity of
art which was my top school achievement, I
chose Mechatronics Engineering at UCT for
my tertiary education so that I could grow
my passions for maths and physics. I also
hope to make some positive contributions
to the world through my engineering
inventions and innovations.

VARIED HOBBIES INCLUDING ACTING

What helped me to retain some of the
balance in my life during my tertiary
education was following my interests in
endurance running, surfing, hiking and
photography. I always followed the lessons
I learned from scouting at 1st Pinelands
as it allowed me to grow my love of the
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outdoors and hiking. Similarly, my passion
for photography morphed into a hobby in
aerial drone photography. Acting is another
one of my interests and I am represented
by the Pursch Artistes agency. This slick
agency has allowed me to have some
amazing acting adventures in the Cape
Town film industry, primarily commercials
for major brands including Oreo and Lays.

HONOURS PROJECT:
A SOLAR CAR WITH A SOLAR TRACKER

For my final year Mechatronics honours
design project, I designed and built a DualAxis Solar Tracker Solar remote-controlled
car. My solar car was designed as an active
and interactive educational tool for high
school outreach led by UCT in order to
excite high school learners about the
fundamentals of electrical engineering
with the hope that they will pursue
Electrical Engineering at university. My
solar car is equipped with a solar tracking
system which allows the car’s solar panel
to track the sun both horizontally and
vertically in order for the solar car to be
charged at maximum solar energy at all
times, hence the solar car can be used for
longer educational demonstrations. My
solar car can be controlled via its remote
control or can avoid obstacles in its path
autonomously. The solar tracker that the car
demonstrates is important for the field of
renewable energy as it allows solar panels
to maximise their solar energy intake.

WINNING DESIGN AT SAIEE COMPETITION

My solar car project was then nominated
by UCT to be entered into the South African
Institute of Electrical Engineers (SAIEE)

National Student Project Competition
which was held in Potchefstroom on 21
November 2019. I competed against seven
students from six universities across South
Africa and placed first for my project. After
months of hard work, it was very rewarding
being acknowledged amongst a showcase
of strong competition with innovative
projects.

MASTERS IN MECHATRONICS

Now that I have finished my honours
degree in Mechatronics, I will be pursuing
my Masters in Mechatronics at UCT to
broaden my engineering problem solving
skills and my impact on society with focus
on renewable energy and education, two
issues that are both dear to me, and our
sustainability as a species.

PERSEVERANCE IS KEY

I have had to deal with a number of
curve-balls in my life and have learnt that
perseverance is the key to success. Hence,
no matter the academic struggles I was
faced with at university, I always carried on
with the same determination to finish my
degree and achieve my goals. As a student
you have many hurdles to overcome. Take
these hardship, challenges and especially
Coronavirus in your stride, as I can promise
you they are here to teach you a lesson and
shape how you achieve tasks and handle
life situations in unknown waters. So please
work hard, find a mentor and keep balance
in your life, as these all really helped me
succeed at school and university. 
Written by Kai Goodall .
Image supplied.
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PRINCIPAL‘S ARTICLE

EDUCATION
AS A FEAST
By Karen Wood
Principal
Grace Primary
School

It’s not often that education is compared
to a feast. We are perhaps more familiar
with phrases espousing that education is
a “passport to the future” or “a powerful
weapon to change the world” or perhaps
even a “greenhouse of growth”. However
when I first encountered this metaphor
in Charlotte Mason’s writings about
education, it struck a chord that resonated
with my instinct of what “should be” in
education. She wrote for example that
at school “we spread an abundant and
delicate feast in the programmes and each
small guest assimilates what he can”. What
a wonderful picture - after all, don’t most of
us just love a table laden with delicacies! If
I were to summarize the reasons why this
image of a “feast” resonates so strongly,
I would say firstly that it speaks to the
aspect of enjoyment that should be part
of education at schools, and secondly
that it speaks to the variety that should be
present in our curricula and books. Let me
elaborate briefly on each of these.

ENJOYMENT

Since we’re not serving up tea and cake in
the classroom, what should the children be
enjoying at our feast? The “food” on offer
is living ideas from living books, beautifully
told and well presented. Living books
are those written by enthusiastic experts
that touch our emotions and fire our
imagination, enabling us to picture in our
mind’s eye what the author is saying. Great
books enlarge thinking and bring abstract
concepts such as justice, love, and truth to
life. The ideas imparted feed the mind and
heart, shaping who we are as people.
I think it is sad that so many modern
books present pre-digested, summarized
information that speak down to children
or simply try to entertain them. We tend
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to doubt the power of substantial content
to satisfy a child’s mind, as if learning
were a bitter pill that needs a sugar
coating. In contrast, we should expect their
encounters with new aspects of knowledge
in the learning process to be satisfying and
growth-inducing. Children are hungry to
learn and we need to tap into the inherent
curiosity that is theirs by nature. Let us
give children the opportunities to enjoy
a story; wonder at great art; be enthralled
by beautiful music; take joy in creation;
marvel at the precision of mathematics and
experience genuine worship of God.

VARIETY

Just as a feast of only two foods would not
stimulate much appetite, so focusing on
only a few themes or subjects in our school
curriculum will not create much mental
appetite. Our passion is to give all children
a broad and generous curriculum that will
open up many satisfying relationships with
knowledge and the world around them. As
Charlotte Mason wrote: “In proportion to
the range of living relationships we put in
his way, will he have wide and vital interests,
fullness of joy in living?” We recognize that
because all children are unique, they will
respond with different levels of joy and
interest to the variety that is spread before
them - “each small guest assimilates what
he can”. However, variety ensures that
there will be something at the feast for
everyone. In order to allow for this variety
in the school timetable, we believe that
lessons should err on the shorter rather
than longer side in order to structure the
day with ‘effort’ and ‘rest’ lessons. A balance
should always be struck between ‘training
the will’ by means of harder work that must
be done and ‘inspiring the mind’ through
more refreshing activities that recharge a

child’s ‘willpower batteries’ so to speak.

AN ANALOGY FROM “BABETTE’S FEAST”

As I was thinking about this topic of
education as a feast, I was reminded of
the story of “Babette’s Feast”. For those
unfamiliar with this story by Karen Blixen,
it is set in a remote Danish village where
two sisters lead a rigid life centred on their
father and their church. Both sisters have
opportunities to leave the village to marry,
but their father objects in each case, and
they spend their lives dutifully caring for
him. Many years later, once their father is
deceased, they take in a French refugee,
Babette, who agrees to work as their
servant. After winning the lottery, Babette
wants to repay the sisters for their kindness
and offers to cook a lavish French meal for
them and their friends on the occasion of
their father’s hundredth birthday. Although
due to their austere upbringing they are
secretly concerned about the extravagance
of such a feast, the sisters allow her to
go ahead. Babette uses all her winnings
and prepares the feast of a lifetime for
the members of the church. Her gift of
this exquisite meal breaks down distrust
and old rivalries amongst the guests and
brings about a wonderful redemptive
thread in the story. Isn’t this in some way
what we also want our educational feast
to do? As our children feast together at
the sumptuous table of ideas that are true,
beautiful and good, we want their love
of what is right and noble to be kindled
and fostered. We want relationships to
be strengthened and a sense of mutual
service and overarching purpose to be set
in place so that the feast continues to feed
those outside of our school perimeter and
the thread of redemption and rebuilding is
broadened.
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COMMUNITY NEWS

PINELANDS NORTH SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES DURING LOCKDOWN
During lockdown, the learning support
department at Pinelands North Primary
School connected with families via
email, WhatsApp, phone calls, Zoom and
Google Meet. They also sent videos, cards
and messages to the pupils who received
counselling prior to lockdown. If any
teacher noticed that a child was looking
a bit down while connecting online,
learning support made contact with the
family. Some of the families have lost their

income or received some sad news during
this time, and as a department we also
connected with them.
The facilitators continued to work with
pupils through online teaching and support.
They still had facilitator meetings and
connected with those families on different
platforms. Additionally, they made contact
with new families who became part of the
PNPS family in 2020, to make sure they felt
part of the community even though they

could not physically meet.
The emotional well-being of our families
and staff is very important to the school.
A check-in schedule was created, where
the learning support department, or
deputy and principal, checked in with
each and every staff member weekly to
ensure that they were supported on an
emotional level as well.
Weekly learning support and therapist
support meetings are held now via Zoom.

The Learning Support Team

(pictured left)

Chanel Coetzee, Arno Basson,
Lodize Deysel, Ashleigh Craig,
Maika Felmore, Linda Gous,
Despina Nicolopoulos,
Caitlyn Kitshoff

MASK ON
TO SAVE LIVES
The Western Cape Blood Service (WCBS)
would like to reassure donors that
it remains safe to donate blood and
that the safety of our staff and blood
donors remain our top priorities. Since
the outbreak of COVID-19 we remained
vigilant to ensure the ongoing safety at
each of our blood donation clinics and at
our offices.

RECEIVE A LIMITED EDITION FACEMASK

“Wearing a mask when in public and
donating blood remains mandatory”,
says Marike Gevers, Public Relations
Manager at WCBS. During the month of
August, WCBS will be giving each donor
who successfully donates a unit of blood
a limited-edition facemask.

CRITICAL SHORTAGE OF BLOOD

“We are experiencing a critical shortage
in blood, especially in O and B blood
groups. Currently we have a 2-day blood
stock level and urge all eligible donors
to please donate blood”, added Gevers.
WCBS need to collect 700 units of blood
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Above: Staff at WCBS wearing the limited edition facemasks. Donate blood to get yours.
daily in order to supply the Western Cape
with a safe, sustainable blood supply.
Traditionally, the winter months are a
difficult blood collection period due to the
fact that many regular donors suffer from
colds and flu and consequently are unable
to donate, and the COVID-19 pandemic has
also added to this pressure.

SAVE THREE LIVES IN JUST 30 MINUTES

If you are between the ages of 16 and 75,
weigh 50kg or more, are healthy on the day

of donation, lead a safe sexual lifestyle
and would like to save three lives in just
30 minutes, you should be able to donate.
To find out where you can donate please
visit:
www.wcbs.org.za, call 021 507 6300 or send
us a WhatsApp on 060 549 7244.
Distributed by the Western Cape Blood Service.
Marike Gevers, Manager – Public Relations.
Tel (021) 507 6368 / 071 856 3625
marike@wcbs.org.za.
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COMMUNITY NEWS

“ECO-HEROES WEAR MASKS AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE WHERE THEY ARE”

Clean-Up & Recycle, South Africa!

CLEAN-UP AND RECYCLE SA WEEK (14-19 SEPTEMBER 2020)

Each year, the local plastics industry
welcomes the arrival of Spring and warmer
weather by encouraging citizens to help
make a difference where they live, work,
Spring
is clean-up
time. This is the ideal time to turn attention and efforts to cleaning
learn or
play bytime
participating
in CleanUp & Recycle
SA Week
– an annual public
up our
environment.
Every piece of plastic that is carelessly discarded, eventually makes it
awareness week during which plastics and
way down rivers and streams to our oceans.
other litter are removed from our country’s
neighbourhoods,
rivers, streams,
As the weather
warmsbeaches
up, head outdoors and make a difference where you live, work or play.
and oceans.

INTERNATIONAL CLEAN UP EFFORTS

Even the smallest action makes a difference!

“This year’s Clean-Up & Recycle SA Week
is scheduled to take place from 14-19
Clean-Up &
National
International
Let`s Do It
September 2020, culminating in National
Recycle
Coastal
World
Recycling Day
on Friday,SA
18 September andRecycling
the International
Coastal
Clean-Up
Day/
Week
Day
Clean-Up Day
Clean-Up Day
Let’s Do It World Clean-up Day on Saturday,
19 September
2020. Unfortunately, early
14-19 September
18 September
19 September
19 September
indications are 2020
that COVID-19 pandemic
2020
2020
2020
will be forcing a change in our plans to
host our annual beach and community
clean-ups,” says Douw Steyn, Plastics SA’s
Director of Sustainability.
Steyn explains that South Africa finds itself
in the same uncertain situation as countries
Pinelands residents doing their bit to keep the canal clean: Ewan Lawrie (blue shirt) and
The Plastics Industry and Partners Taking
Action
around the world owing to the fact that
Christian Holtzhausen (grey shirt) both Grade 8 boys at Rondebosch Boys’ High.

www.cleanupandrecycle.co.za
www.pinelandsdirectory.co.za
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COMMUNITY NEWS

Above - Cleaning up at Milnerton Lagoon: Pinelanders Dylan Krige, Salmaan Parker and Christian Holtzhausen
eco-warriors from Rondebosch Boys High School (grade 8). Last year they were at Pinehurst Primary School.
large public gatherings are prohibited and
beaches are closed in an effort to prevent
the spreading of the disease.
“The International Coastal Clean-Up Day
is the world’s biggest volunteer effort
for ocean health. Over the past 24 years
that South Africa has been participating
in this global event, we have seen tens of
thousands of people give up two hours of
their time to help rid our beaches of litter.
This year, however, we will be supporting
the global call to avoid large group
gatherings and maintain social distancing
in the interest of everybody’s health and
safety,” Steyn says.

BE AN ECO-WARRIOR IN YOUR AREA

Instead of flocking to beaches or
gathering in groups for clean-ups, Plastics
SA is spreading the message that this
year, every South African should be an
eco-warrior… one who wears a mask,
maintains safe distancing and makes a
difference in their immediate area.

DISPOSE OF WASTE RESPONSIBLY

In the same way the health pandemic has
forced individuals to take responsibility
for their health, the plastics and packaging
industries are uniting their voices in
calling on South Africans to also become
responsible citizens when it comes to
disposing of their waste. Plastics SA believes
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it is possible for us to turn the tide on ocean
pollution if every person becomes conscious
of his or her immediate surroundings and
picks up the visible litter around our homes
and neighbourhoods. Says Steyn: “It is vital
to recycle as much of our country’s waste
as possible in order to reduce the strain
on our country’s landfill sites. Re-using
and recycling plastic products reduces the
material’s environmental footprint as it uses
less water, energy and other raw materials to
create new products. In addition, more than
60 000 people are employed by the plastics
manufacturing and recycling industries,
making a meaningful contribution to the
country’s economy”.

For more information, visit
www.plasticsinfo.co.za.
** Watch the press for details or visit
www.cleanupandrecycle.co.za for updates
on whether or not public, coordinated
clean-ups will be allowed - pending
Government announcements.
Copyright © 2020 Aim Marketing &
Communications Consultants, All rights reserved.

THE EFFECT OF HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

Nature looks after us, and it is up to each of
us to look after nature in return. During the
first weeks of the pandemic, we saw firsthand how quickly the environment healed
and restored itself when careless human
behaviour was removed from the equation.
It is time we realise that every piece of trash
that falls from somebody’s hand, eventually
finds its way into a stream or river and is then
carried into our oceans. The issue of plastics
in the environment is a human behaviour
problem, and the solution therefore also
lies with changing human behaviour. Even
the smallest act by one individual, can end
up making a huge difference!
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OUT AND ABOUT

A DAY OUT TO SEE THE FLOWERS
IN THE POSTBERG RESERVE IN
THE WEST COAST NATIONAL PARK
By Shelley Hendrikse
The Postberg Nature Reserve is a section within the West
Coast National Park in Langebaan. It is only opened to
the public from August to September for viewing the
spectacular carpets of spring flowers.
A LONG AWAITED DAY OUT

With the the reopening of the park after a
long lockdown, a group of friends decided
to take a day out to see the spring flowers.
On Wednesday 19 August, four of us set off
for a leisurely drive up the West Coast road
to the Postberg Reserve. We took the long
way along the coastline and viewed the
extraordinary amount of foam washed up
on the beach and rocks by the high seas.

ARRIVAL

We arrived at 10:30am and, being a
weekday, we were fortunate to be able to
drive straight up to the gate without any
queue. Us four ladies, with our SPCA animal
masks on, paid a pensioner’s entrance fee
of R86 due to it being flower season.

INTO THE POSTBERG RESERVE

After a slow drive through the main park,
we passed through the gate into the
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Postberg Reserve, having to produce our
ticket and... Walla!! – all the flowers in any
colours you could imagine. Strict rules were
emphasized on the ticket and on boards. No
walking in the fields of flowers, no climbing
on the sand dunes and no sitting and laying
down in the flowers, just stick to the roads.

CARPETS OF COLOUR
There was a huge variety of flowers on offer
from daisies to vygies in all colours. Some
white carpets of flowers looked like snow
had blanketed the ground. Definitely no
weeds are being pulled out in my garden as
these produce beautiful flowers.
We drove through slowly and manoeuvred
in and out of the car, taking pictures and
enjoying the wide open space filled with
colour and fresh air. We had perfect, sunny,
windless weather and after the good winter
rains viewing conditions were perfect.

WILDLIFE AS WELL

There was a list of animals on our ticket
that you can find in the park, such as zebra,
wildebeest, antelope, ostrich, mongoose,
rock hyrax, snakes, birds, and tortoises. We
had a competition to find who saw the most.

GETTING BUSY

The road started filling up in the hour and a
half we were there. When we left the park,
the cars were starting to queue as only a
certain number are allowed in at a time. No
shops or restaurants were open in the park
as it had just recently re-opened.

TIME FOR LUNCH

We went on to Yzerfontein for lunch at The
Beach Restaurant, great food and view,
and then drove through Darling and on to
Riebeek Kasteel – enjoying a sherry at the
old Riebeek Kasteel hotel to warm up. It was
a great relaxing day out, so much so it felt
like I had been away for a long while.

GETTING THERE

From Cape Town it is about 100km north
up the R27. You can enter the park from
the southern end (off the R27) or through
Langebaan at the northern end. 
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Peninsula

Tom Botha

021 532 2774
079 845 4445

POOL RENOVATIONS & MAINTENANCE

www.poolrenovation.co.za

Gunite and fibreglass pools

THE PINELANDS POOL EXPERT

We are back in full operation.
MAKE YOUR POOL WATER NEUTRAL
with our complete water conservation system

POOL
COVER

PERMANENT MAKE-UP
MICROBLADING
Lips, eyeliner and brows

R500 OFF
your first appointment

Microneedling helps with fine lines,
wrinkles, pigmentation, scarring.
Aftercare creams will be prescribed
at an additional cost.

+

BACKWASH
RECOVERY

  

INTRODUCING
MICRONEEDLING
R500 OFF your
appointment for
September.

+

RAINWATER
COLLECTION

SERVICE CONTRACTS • MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
SPECIALISTS IN • marble plaster, fibreglass & pool paving
WE ALSO DO • Gate Motors Intercoms • Electric Fencing

DR JENNIFER
CROMBIE
MBChB (UCT), DMH (SA)

ONLINE POOL SHOP
www.poolrenovation.co.za

DR RUTH
WARD

MFGP (SA), DCH (SA), MA (UJ)

BUY ONE & GIFT ONE
Buy TWO of the SAME TREATMENT
and Receive 20% OFF
the second one only!
T’s & C’s:
Both Treatments ONLY redeemable in September.
Minimum value of each treatment must be R200.
20% Discount only applies to the ONE treatment!

FAMILY PRACTICE

Wear a mask and stay safe
Mon - Fri 9:00 - 11:30 & 14:00 - 17:00

Weekends & afterhours: seen by on-call doctor

Call Rochelle or Kelly
060 425 5535

www.eternalyouth.co.za

4 Mountbatten Ave, Pinelands

DR JENNIFER CROMBIE
D R R U T H WA R D

021 531 2717
drjcrombie@gmail.com
www.pinelands-doctors.co.za
f Pinelands Doctors
Pinecare Centre
4 Mountbatten Ave, Pinelands

pilates studio pinelands cape town

11 The Crossing, Pinelands Sports injuries
kathy.rademan@gmail.com Neck & back pain
Chest conditions
021 531 6119 Post-operative
082 785 0394 rehabilitation
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Owner-built and supervised to ensure
KEVIN FISHER quality and satisfaction
021 531 6107 info@kingfisherkitchens.co.za
083 295 0610 www.kingfisherkitchens.co.za

General Practitioners

Moving Arts

Kathy Rademan GENERAL
PHYSIOTHERAPY
PHYSIOTHERAPIST PRACTICE INCLUDING

Kitchen Cupboards
Built-in Cupboards
Bathroom Vanities
Bookshelves & Desks

We have closed our ‘doors’
for the moment, but
we’re still operating
safely online.
Visit our website
for more info to
keep moving.
The Powder Mill, Sunrise Circle, Ndabeni
082 574 3375 • charmaine@movingarts.co.za

www.movingarts.co.za

Tiny Tots
Dance Fitness
Contemporary
Musical Theatre
Modern, Hip-Hop

Professional teachers in all styles
Competitions, shows & overseas tours
Viv Pullin 021 531 8976 • 083 273 2159
Jen Stretch 021 531 5777 • 083 635 2414
www.dancecocapetown.co.za • vivpullin1@gmail.com
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EASY COOKING
By Nina Timm
Cook, teacher,
blogger and author
of Easy Cooking
from Nina's Kitchen
and Maklike Etes
uit Nina se Kombuis!

Serves 4
Lip-smacking Lamb Ribs
1 kg lamb ribs
all purpose spice mix or use any BBQ spice
1-2 lemons
Method
1. Use a blade or sharp knife and score the
ribs. Season with the all purpose spice
and make sure you rub the spice mix into
the meat.
2. Allow the meat to rest for at least 1 hour.
Preheat the oven to 180 0C or prepare the
coals to medium heat.
3. When roasting in the oven, place ribs on
a roasting rack and tray. Cover with foil
until the ribs are tender, remove the foil
and roast until crispy and golden brown.
When you can pull a little bone from the
meat, you know it is done.
4. On the braai or coals: Place ribs in a fold
grid and either grill on medium to low
coals while turning it over frequently. Or
you can make what they call in Namibia
“Skuinsrib” or “Staanrib”. This simply
means that the grid with the meat,
stands next the to fire at an angle. This
way the fat drips off and you have a
crispier result.
5. NB – Just before you remove it from the
grid or the oven, squeeze some lemon
juice over the meat and roast for another
minute on each side. Serve this with a
salad and fresh farm bread.
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Portrait: The Photographic Journey
Food shot: Nina Timm

Lamb ribs
with
spice rub
All purpose spice rub for summer braais
September heralds the arrival of Spring
with the sun rising a tad earlier, and the
blossoms on the fruit trees announcing the
warmer weather. I just love it. In preparation
for National Braai Day on 24 September I
usually make a huge batch of All Purpose
Spice Rub, because I literally use it on all
meats including pork belly, lamb chops,
beef fillet and Lip-smacking lamb ribs. It
also is the perfect gift for any foodie friend.
The secret to the rub is in dry roasting the
spice. It releases the oils and intensifies
the flavour. This all purpose spice mix only
requires 3-4 basic ingredients, that I want
to bet you have in your spice rack.
Salt: I prefer using a coarse salt, which acts as
an abrasive when grinding the other spices.
Black pepper: is my preferred variety for
this mix. Did you know: Black pepper is
the cooked and dried unripe fruit. Green
pepper is the dried unripe fruit and white
pepper is the ripe fruit seeds.
Coriander: This is an annual herb easily
grown in your garden. All parts are edible,
but the fresh leaves and the dried seeds are
most traditionally used in cooking. In South
Africa it is often referred to as the “Biltong
or Meat Spice”.
Herbs: I prefer to use rosemary or thyme.
Rosemary can take over, so use her sparingly.

All purpose spice rub (approx 2 cups)
1 cup/250 ml coriander seeds
¼ cup/60 ml black peppercorns
1⁄₂cup/125 ml salt
2-3 sprigs rosemary or thyme
Method
1. Heat a pan or skillet (no oil), add the
coriander seeds and fry them over
medium heat stirring continuously. When
you get their unique aroma, they are
ready. Remove from the skillet and cool.
2. Place all the ingredients in your spice
grinder, pestle and mortar or even a
coffee grinder. Process to the desired
texture that you want. I prefer a coarser
texture. Keep in an air-tight container
until needed.

Preparing the Lamb Ribs
Cut the ribs into long racks and use a
cleaver to crack the ribs at the back. The
scoring of the fat is the most important
thing. Nothing scores fat on lamb and pork
belly like a Minora or Lion Blade. Make sure
you cut right through the fat as well as the
sinew right underneath the fat. Score 1 cm
x 1cm cubes, so that the spice mix can get
right down to the meat.

To brine or dry-age
I am in two minds about this. I do marinade
my de-boned leg of lamb, because the
acidity definitely adds to the tenderness
of the meat, but with lamb ribs, I feel
the All Purpose Spice mix is enough. The
secret is in the heat. Dry-aging also adds
flavour - hang the ribs out for a day or so
(only possible in winter) or leave them
open in the fridge.
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Local expertise, national presence, international audience

Christo van Rensburg
Sharon van Rensburg
Karen Simpson
Office

+27 (0)76 164 4483
+27 (0)82 920 2217
+27 (0)83 284 0162
+27 (0)21 531 3464

info@svrproperties.co.za
pinelands@fineandcountry.com

TOP AWARD ACHIEVERS

www.svrproperties.co.za
www.fineandcountry.com
www.property24.com

*asking prices

CONSISTENTLY AND SUCCESSFULLY SELLING AND RENTING OUT PROPERTIES

THORNTON

*R1 495 000

PINELANDS

*R3 275 000

Exclusive Instruction.

PINELANDS

*R4 450 000

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

PINELANDS

*R1 950 000

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

TO

RE

N

T

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

*R10 000 pm

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

PINELANDS

*R4 495 000

*R7 900 pm

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

*R15 000 pm

T
RE
N

T
N

TO

RE

TO
PINELANDS

PINELANDS

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

RE
N

N
RE
TO
PINELANDS

*R740 000

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

T

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

PINELANDS

TO

*R2 850 000

T

PINELANDS

PINELANDS
Exclusive Instruction.

S˃

*R14 500 pm

PINELANDS

*R9 600 pm

New Release. Exclusive Instruction.

StraussDaly
Lisa Visagie has a wealth of knowledge and
expertise in the area of property law including
sectional title and conventional property transfers
and has been serving clients in the Pinelands,
Thornton and surrounding areas for over 10 years.
Contact Lisa Visagie for professional
and personalized legal assistance.

Lisa Visagie
Director | BA LLB

Big enough to offer the best, small enough to care

M 082 378 1458
T 021 674 7411

Unit 1 Draper Square,
Draper Street, Claremont, 7700
lvisagie@straussdaly.co.za

www.straussdaly.co.za
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